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MISSIONS WITH ELECTRIC PROPULSION

YURI A. ZAKHAROV

Abstract

This paper presents a modification of the classical
indirect method of the optimal control as a result of the
combination of the continuation method with a new
imbedding technique. Such an approach is used in this
paper in order to derive an algorithm for optimal orbit
transfers and interplanetary missions with electric
propulsion.

The discussed method forms the basis for the
new optimization code DISIPO. Many years of the code
application have proved a high degree of effectiveness of
the method with respect to the problem of
transfers between non-complanar orbits in the central
Newton's field and mission analysis of electric
propulsion system concepts (nuclear electric, solar
electric, constant and variable exhaust velosity
thrusters, combined high and low thrust, solar sail) for
manned Mars and other planetary missions (multiply
asteroid tours, comet nucleus return missions and etc.)

Introduction

Despite the fact that much attention has been paid to
the problem of optimal orbit transfers for firty years, the
authors of the rewiew [13] consider the problem of the
computation of the optimal orbit transfers with the finite
thrust between non-complanar elleptical orbits still to be a
difficult one.

It is known that necessary conditions of the optimal
control theory make it possible to bring the problem of the
optimal orbit transfer to two-point boundary value problems
(TPBVPs), which, in its turn, may be brought to a
non-linear operator equation on Banach space. This
Reformulation can be accomplished, for example, by initial
value techniques. The solution of the resulting nonlinear
equations is a fundamental problem of applied mathematics.
One of the well known method is a shooting method, based on
the applications of Newtons method and initial value
techniques. Unfortunately, in practice the application of
the shooting method is often accompanied by large
instability of the computation process.

The beginning of this article is devoted to the
modification of the classical indirect method of the optimal
control on the basis of Pontryagin's Maximum Principle as a
result of the combination of the continuation method with a
new imbedding technique. This method is based on the use of
the implicit function theorem (Davidenko's approach) and
Neustad's limit theorem to solve nonlinear two-point
boundary value problems; the method allows to
investigate nonlinear dynamic systems of high degree, where
traditional methods (for example, linearization method) are
unsuitable. Sush approach is used in this article in order
to derive an algorithm for optimal orbit transfers with
finite thrust. The experience of the optimization of orbit
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transfers between non-complanar elliptical orbits in a
central Newton's field and mission analysis of electric
propulsion systems proved the effectiveness of the method
and the possibility of its application in the CAD system.

Application of the Continuation
Method for Nonlinear TPBVPs.

Let us consider a class of dinamic objects, described bythe following system of differential equations:

q<: f({) -- J (,B ,) U
where

The control vector is decomposed into two components
U(t) (vector) and V(t) (scalar), which we shall call a
regular and particular control. Let us consider that thereare the following limitations:

o 0( ) . (2) 1

Functions fi are continuous along the integrity afagreements and have continuous particular derivatives up to
the second degree inclusive g and u, b - continuousfunctions along the integrity of agreements.

In the class of allowable controls it is necessary tochoose such control which transforms the sistem (1), forexample, from the point q into the fixed closed set G ofthe phase spase and gives minimum to a functional:

II : C '% (,3) 1

The application of the standard scheme of the maximum
principle allows to deduce the appropriate Pontryagin'sg -system, transversal conditions and to formulate TPBVPs.When particular control is unlimited -- oo, we have
so-called impulsive case of the optimal control problem
The particular control v is limited by the limitation of theintegral type

d I Es4 M , < oo (4)

and the system (1) is solved as the system of integralequations:
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Since the area of transformation of partiqular control
is inlimited the optimal trajectory has ruptures and the
corresponding optimal control v(t) will be Dirack impulse
function.

For the impulsive control the integral principle of
maximum is just : [2J

* p)(6)

which implies that control impulses occur at moments

k(t) has its maximum:

Solving an impulsive two-point boundary value problem
with fixed time can be considered as a limited solving for
the continuity of two point boundary value problems with
limited control u supposing the latter is continuously
rising. If the solution of the impulsive control two-point
boundary value problem is the only one possible, any
solution with a limited control may be considered as
intermediate in a consequence of solutions of two-point
boundary value problems (TPBVPs) whith -.._# oo
approaching this impulse solution. This property of
solutions for TPBVPs mentioned above, first proved for the
systems of the kind (1) by Newshtad [6], serves as a
theoretical basis of the effective method of constructing
optimal control for the problems with limited control ,
which is considered in this paper.

The method has the following particular features:
1. The application of the imbedding technique for the
solution of the optimal control problems: for the parameter
of imbedding we choose the limination of the magnitude of
particular control / , and the object of imbedding will be
two-point boundary value problem TPBVP of the maximum
principle.
2. For the initial solution for the imbedding technique we
use an impulsive solution of the optimal control boundary
problems.

The approach to the solution of the boundary problem of
optimal control, mentioned above, is based on the fact that
the problem may be reduced to a system of nonlinear
equations

* )p) o,()

where error vector 4 on the right end is connected with the
initial adjoint vector po with the help of 79 Pontryagin's
system.

The application of the imbedding technique is based on
imbedding (8) into a family of equations of the type:

|P 1.}-o (9)
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which depends on scalar parameter . The solution of
the equation of imbedding (9) cansist of building the
dependence

o(p) , () pom P o)
which satisfies for s [ Q, BJ the equation (9). In
this case the initial solution o the boundary problem with
impulsive control is supposed to be known or can be easily
built.

The solution of the equation of imbedding (C) isconducted with the help of the continuation method. At
present the following modifications of the continuation
method are used.
I. The thirst method is based on a certain iterativeprocedure, for example. on Newton's method for the
consequent solutions of equations (9) (in this case -
TPBVPs) for a discrete set of the parameter

S: 1 -i L, I iL-- ,... I where n is a chosen number of steps.t is difficult to give a theoretical ground for a suitable
step continuation (all known theorems use properties of 0function, which as a rule cannot be realized in practical
tasks): usually it is estimated experimentally by tests.
2. The second method is based upon the application of the
implicit function theorem to (9). From condition:

it is easy to arrive at

dp (42)I

where ( = - Jacobi matrix;

S- differential vector.

As a result we arrive at a differential equation for thedefinition of the dependancy v ) with a known initial

condition po(0 = P this equation is known as
Davidenko's equation [3]. Direct integrating of the equation[12] is rarely possible, usually the first mentioned methodis used in the combination with the finite-differential
approximations of the equation. Such combined scheme of thecontinuation on parameter is called "predictor-corrector"

It should he noticed that the continuation procedureappears sometimes difficult (slow or lack of compatibility,
a small continuation step, etc.) while approaching toso-called particular trajectory points in which aparticularity appears in the equation 12 . for example
matrix Q is singular. In the vicinities of particular
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points it is necessary to use special continuation methods,
which are studied in the bifurcation theory; this
theory has become wide-spread of late due to many new
applications [121. Particular points may be sometimes
branching points where two or some (or sometimes
unlimited member) of branches of the equation's solutions
intersect.

Application of the Method to the
Trajectory Optimization Problem.

Let us consider the application of the discussed method
to the problem of numerical building of the optimal orbit
transfers with finite thrust. The magnitude of the jet
engine thrust here is considered to be particular control,
while orientation of the thrust vector-is regular control.
The problem under investigation is, to some extent, one of
the first optimal control problem, in which an impulsive
control is widely used: the impulsive control corresponds to
an unl imited high thrust. This may he explained by the fact
that in case of a small number of impulses the solution of
the transfer problem may be realized easily: at the same
time the solution of finite (non-impulsive) thrust problem
is still a difficult task.

The equation of motion for the orbit transfer problem in
a central Newton's field can be discribed by the followingI stem:

* c3rr _d

where t - is time; r,v,m - are a radius-vector, velocityvector and spacecraft mass; jt, - is a gravitational
constant; P. W - are thrust magnitude and exhaust velosity:
e - is thrust direction unit vector.

In (13) P(t), e(t) are considered to be control. We
investigate a transfer problem between two elliptical
orbits, given by its elements p,e,w,i, SL. The transfer
time T, and also latitudes of the departure point Uo and
arrival point U f are given, or they may be selected
opt ima 1 .

The fuel consumption for a transfer must be optimal:

- : m, (0) - m (T) - (4)
The necessary conditions for the minimum I may be

received from the Hamiltonian

SP Pv + - (5)Il M21p)
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where adjoint variables p . pV pmsatisfy to equations

p,: --l:I/ , - e'p,. (16)

Maximizing Hamiltonian on control e, P (0 < P < P we
find Lawden's conditions:

r

Prncax 2 > 0

P /IpV P ) o , 0 -

0 $ P^ P mMr)C

where

. I

- is a switching function.
The problem has the first integral:

H PV -- K c cons . {()

With P mar -> o we have a transition to an impulsive
thrust: optimal conditions in impulsive case may be reseived
with a help of continuous transition from the finite thrust
condition [7]. Proximity of solutions of boundary value
problems with impulsive and finite thrust was proposed by
Pines and Handelsman for the first time [8,9], a strict
proof of the limit theorem was given by Neustadt [6]. Fig.1shows the behaviour of the switching function with P,,x oo,

when the function k(t) continuously transforms from the
function shown on Fig. .a to that shown on Fig. ,b. Fig.1
corresponds to a transfer trajectory with two boundary
periods of nonzero thrust, divided by a coast phase.

An optimal condition (7) is expressed in the fact that
the modulus of Lawden's primer - vector pv in points of
impulse coincidence reaches its maximum which is constant
for the whole trajectory.

The integral (19) in impulsive case on an open interval
(O,T) has the following form:

H = P'l v = C Co nsf O =- <r T(2.o)
and at the moments of initial and finite impulses there arethe following ratios:

I
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-V M

Sm K = - AV/ v cP t (22)
Tt is convinient to use a cherateristic velosity A V

instead of mass:

6 jo- P 0 Y V( T) m ir ,
or thrusting hurn time T united in Tsiolkovsky's formulae.

In such case

SP (24)d

Transversal conditions have the following form:

m- pr'sV -P; ' a + l- ]^o (Z5)
where , O / variations are calculated on
account of movement on initial and final elliptical options.

Transfers

From (25) we may get optimal conditions of the latitude
of the departure point U :

I I

P ov o  + PV go =- o, (26),
latitudes of the arrival point U :

PI Vp + Pv , (26)6
and also transfer time T in case of finite thrust:

= u- = (P K9 = 0 (2 7)

and impuslive thrust:

I
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PoP vo = Pz PN = o ) I

Rendervous.

From (25) we may get optimal conditions of the departure
time T (fixed duration T, choice of the launching date) in
case o finite thrust

( )

and impulsive thrust

P% - - j

and in case of combined high and low thrust interplanetary
mission

Vo- + P V.,o (2 9)

Equations (13). ((16) - (19)), initial conditions,
transversality conditions (26) - (29) in case of optimal
choice U0 , Uj. , T or T o define a boundary value problem of
optimal control. in which vector 9 =Q, , P(0), ) pJ I
is convenient to be unknown. The modulus of the primer -vector at initial moment /p (O)/ will be equal to 1 (normal
condition)

IP O) = 1- . (30)
Let us consider the problem of continuation of the

boundary value problem in the vicinity of an impulsive
solution. Fig. 2 shows typical switching function,
corresponding to two-impulse transfers. Fig. 2, acorresponds to an optimal choice Uo , U, T; in such casediagram K(t) shows an axis of abscis as at initiate and
final moments. If U o . U T are not optimal, diagram K(t)forms p - angle (non-zero) with an axis of abscissas at the
moment of initial (final) impulse (fig. 2,b).

Taking as an initial guess C MP P , P't)O)I
we deduce from (21) pv as fuctio of initial thrus
acceleration o =. O

pV = a.l i Vol IPvo. (31)The last forn1 \ a0  I y
The last forlae may be received by analising somechange in switching function K(t) in vicinity t=0 usingsmall magnitudes of the first degree at constant thrustacceleration a=const. We take into account the followingratio: - P

^ 1P.J (I |
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at a given value of the initial burn time:

A 0 = IAVo /ao. (33)
Experience in solution of boundary value problems by

computer has shown that in case of p - angle not equal
to zero application of formulae (31) and of the impulsive
vector ) Lmp allows to use effectively the continuation
method with thrust level to realise transfers with finite
thrust. At the same time with p - angle -- 0 we may observe
an unstable character of continuation if we use the
impulsive vector 9PML as an initial quess. Later we shall
give an explanation of this phenomenon.

The following conditions correspond to an optimal choice
of parameters U . Ui, T for a transfer between orbits:

C = K 0 K p-an3 ee =0 , Pb'vo -pvo). 4)
The dimension of vector is reduced on 2 and it is

possible to use {e. ~e as ,[101. In fact let us express
PV," P o with the help of e. ,

P = flvle (35)

S Po= - = -IP le - IPv
while /py / may be found from condition K = 0.

Usingoratios:

- K + P L
0 (A " - d p V P d iPvi
d 14 W7 W d 7

one may show that in case of an optimal cho.ice of U , U , T
the application of the impulsive vector Lry*(for exatple,

L M? P L  
ez

7 e s  a basic one does not provide thenecess ry value of the initial burn time (At = 0); that iswhy there is a specific feature in continuation equation
(12) 0p O)=o. Consequently, an impulse solution

of the boundary value problem , corresponding to an
optimal choice LU. U±. T is a particular point of equation(12). This particular point is a point of branching with an
infinite number of branches, corresponding to local -
optimal transfers with different number of periods of
nonzero thrust (active phases).

For example, if we investigate the transfer problem
between circular coplanar orbits we shall see that thewell-known Homan transfer (at a definite ratio of radiusof the initial r and the finite ry orbits) corresponds to
an optimal choice of Uo, U, T. uring transition to thefinite thrust the problem acquires an infinite number of
local-optimal transfers with a different number of engine's
startings in the vicinity of pericenter and apocenter of thetransfer orbit.

| Fig. 3 shows typical level lines of functionT T)o,) t fixed parameters a o  W r, r (in thisT T ) 7 a-j
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case )j T - is an angular range and transfer time
interval). Level lines cover an area of plane s .7 limited
hy the line T = T corresponding to transfers without
stopping the gine. Points A, CA, AC, C A, CAC etc.
correspond to local - optimal solutions, satisfying
conditions (26 - 2.). It is convenient to classify them
according to the type and number intermediate coast phases
following the active ones. Analysis of the switching
function of local-optimal trajectories shows that in respect
to a large axis of ellipse at a passive transfer interval
points of starting and stopping of the engine are
symmetrycal or non-symmetrycal. If letter A stands for a
non-symmetrycal coast phase and letter C stands for a
symmetrycal one. then letters CAC, for example, on fig. 3
correspond to a traiertorv with three coast and four burn
phases and the second coast phase is non-symmetrycal. There
is non-synimetrycal coast phase and it is always singular:
its position in respect to symmetrycal intervals is free.
Every symmetrycal interval reflects the introduction of an
intermediate orbit and an additional starting of the engine
while hoostinL from the initial orbit and transfering to
the finite orbit - all this enables to decrease
'ravitat ional losses and fuel consumption. The fuel
consumption may be almost equal to that present withimpulsive thrust but only with an unlimited number ofintermediate orbits and longer time of transfers.

Trajectory A (fig. 3) corresponds to a quazi-homan
transfer without intermediate orbits with two active
phases, divided by coast ones. Points A, ACr CA, etc. arelow peaks or paralellograms. Trajectories, corresponding topoints inside these paralellograms. are equivalent on T(and m ) to trajectories, corresponding to low peak/'
and may e attained from them by a simple adding of initial
and (or) final passive phases of flight along boundarycircular orbits.

Investigations have indicated that in order to continue

an impulsie soluntion LPmp= P) " J with an optimalSo . ol o I' .T. it is necessary to define initial

ammendments A (?40 o),b e 'hich provide admittable duration
f burn phases according to a predetermined scheme of thetransfer. An example of defining such ammendments in case ofa transfer between circular non-complanar orbits has beengiven by Breakwell and Redding (10].

The discussed method forms the basis for a softwareDISIPO [4J. Many years ofthe sistem application have proveda high degree of effectiveness of the method in respect tothe prohltem of transf P rs between non-complanar orbits in then I ral Newton's fi ld and mission design of electricpropulsion interplnetarv spacecraft.
Sonftware allows to accepts the following inputcondition:

- central body: sun, earth or moon;
- initial and final orbit: circular, elliptic:
- rocket motor: chemical, nuclear- or solar-electric;
variable exhaust velocity thruster, combined high and low
thrust: solar sail:

- manoeuvres: transfer, rendezvous or flyby, interplanitary
mission to planets, asteroids or comets (for example,Manned Mars Mission). multiple rendezvous with asteroids.Software allows:
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- to calculate transfer trajectories;
- to optimize thrust vector control for three dimentional
multiple burn manoeuvre strategies;

- to determin the propellant mass and characteristic
velosity of mission;

-to find the dependance of the characteristic velosity oninitial thrust acceleration.
In case of interplanitary mission with solar-electric

propulsion the continuation process is carried out byintroducing a continuation parameter directly into thedifferential equations

I3'i,^ 1 H')- .11 (3?)
0 o: A'= A,

ET iO, J typical set [0; 0.5; 0.8; 1.]where N - te power of the solar array at 1 a.u., N'(r) thenormalized solar array power at heliocentric distance r.
In case of variable exhaust velocity thrusters anexhaust velocity limitation is

W\&- -\ \ (38) WV
where - is the total efficiency of the thrust subsustem
and th continuation process is carried out by introducing
a continuation parameter W4..

Fig. 4 - 11 shows examples of typical computation of
trajectories between orbits indicate the direction of the
thrust vector at burn phases. Fig. 4, 5 shows flighttrajectories, to Mars with low thrust with an angular range

258 and flight time T = 293.3 days. The level oftfrust acceleration ao on fig. 4 is equal to 0.2, onfig. 5 - is equal to 0.115 in units of the Sun gravitation
acceleration at the Earth's orbit. Trajectory shown on
fig. 4 contains three burn phases; it is received from a
corresponding three-impusle trajectory, used as an initial
quess during 18 iterations. Fig. 6, 7 correspond to a
transfer between a circular and an elliptical orbits,
Fig. 8 - between elliptical orbits. Fig. 9, 10 correspond
to a transfer between circular orbits with low thrust.Fig. 11 shows the trajectory projected onto theheliocentric ecliptic plane for Earth-Vesta-Tanina asteroidtour.

Summary

SA general methodology based on the modification of theclassical inderect method of the optimal control was
developed and computer code is then used to analyse electric
propulsion sistem concept for manned Mars and other
planetary missions.

I
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